
1. “Big 5” Tips for Productivity
2. Target Number Planning
3. The 40 Hour List-Making System
4. Work-Life Balance When Teaching From Home
5. How to Use Your Summer to Get Ahead for an Unpredictable Fall 

40 HOUR FULL YEAR BLUEPRINT for THE JULY 2020 COHORT

40 HOUR FOUNDATIONS

These resources are available as soon as you enroll in the program:

Please note this is a tentative outline and the exact resources
provided for each month’s topic are subject to change. All
materials will be adapted month by month according to current
educational needs. For example, “Organize a Stress-Free Open
House/Back-to-School Night” will includes ways to organize this event
with safe social distancing, as well as how to host the event virtually.
We will wait to make final decisions about the content of each
month’s resources until the month prior, to ensure everything is
relevant to rapidly changing pandemic conditions.
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JULY: the self-running classroom
Core Concepts Design a classroom that facilitates productivity
Extension 1 Plan procedures for a smooth first week
Extension 2 Automate and delegate tasks through classroom jobs
Extension 3 Organize a stress-free Open House or Back to School night

AUGUST: sustainable systems
Core Concepts Establish productive daily routines for you and your students
Extension 1 Designate an easily-accessible spot for every paper in your classroom
Extension 2 Create a sustainable work schedule for back-to-school and beyond
Extension 3  Build a healthy class culture focused on productivity and wellbeing

SEPTEMBER: communication & DOCUMENTATION
Core Concepts Streamline communication with admin, colleagues, and families
Extension 1 Track, document, and communicate about behavior and interventions
Extension 2 Redesign parent conferences to be more efficient and effective
Extension 3 Establish boundaries and set realistic expectations with families

OCTOBER: lesson planning
Core Concepts Simplify your planning to create better lessons more quickly
Extension 1 Plan holistically in advance to feel more prepared each day
Extension 2 Co-plan and leverage the experience of other teachers
Extension 3 Reduce planning for differentiation with replicable routines

NOVEMBER: grading and assessment
Core Concepts Streamline grading and make assessment more meaningful
Extension 1 Reduce the time it takes to score student work
Extension 2 Assess student writing more efficiently and effectively
Extension 3 Find creative ways to informally assess and monitor student progress

DECEMBER: TIME MANAGEMENT FOR KIDS
Core Concepts Strengthen student work habits and differentiate for individual work paces
Extension 1 Empower students to take charge of re-takes, late work, and missing work
Extension 2 Simplify homework systems to protect your time, class time, and kids’ time
Extension 3  Increase homework completion with meaningful assignments and incentives

summer quarter

fall quarter
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JANUARY: students, not scores
Core Concepts Revisit expectations and reboot routines for kids’ changing needs 
Extension 1 Strengthen rapport and relationships even when you’re busy
Extension 2 Problem solve through class meetings and restorative circles
Extension 3 Make test prep more meaningful, and testing less stressful

FEBRUARY: More time for learning
Core Concepts Maximize instructional time and reduce time-wasters
Extension 1 Speed up transitions and refocus students more quickly
Extension 2 Systematize collaborative learning and group work
Extension 3 Simplify centers and stations for student-directed learning

MARCH: work/life balance
Core Concepts Refine your work habits to protect your time off
Extension 1 Give yourself permission to relax and turn off your mind at night
Extension 2 Align your life with priorities and long-term goals
Extension 3 Uncover more time by eliminating, automating, and delegating

APRIL: technology timesavers
Core Concepts Develop new approaches to solve your biggest tech issues
Extension 1 Overcome digital clutter and create efficient email habits
Extension 2 Simplify your search for the best tech tools and apps
Extension 3 Cultivate a collection of go-to sites & apps for student skill practice

MAY: ENDING STRONG
Core Concepts Finish on a high note with a stress-free classroom closeout
Extension 1 Create an effective system for packing up and moving classrooms
Extension 2 Overcome procrastination when you’re overwhelmed with tasks
Extension 3 Contemplate and prepare for the job you want in the fall

JUNE: SUMMER PRIORITIES
Core Concepts Plan for summer priorities to maximize your break
Extension 1 Implement “The Big Five” tips for productivity at home
Extension 2 Develop home habits and organization systems that simplify your life
Extension 3 Track your time and energy to rejuvenate for fall

Winter quarter

spring quarter


